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There is no matter of and in itself. All matter origina-
tes and exists only by virtue of a force which brings 
the particles of an atom to vibration and holds this 
most minute solar system of the atom together. Yet 
in the whole of the universe there is no force that is 
either intelligent or eternal, and we must therefore 
assume that behind this force there is a conscious, 
intelligent mind or spirit. This is the very origin of all 
matter.”
(Max Planck)

Welcome to TimeWaver
As the inventor of the TimeWaver Technology, I am very happy that you take this opportunity to get to know the possibilities of the 
TimeWaver systems. TimeWaver is intended to give you an individual access to the information field, an area where mind and matter 
meet. Again and again, we make the experience that our users can strongly extend their therapeutic application spectrum by means of 
the TimeWaver systems. In addition, TimeWaver could open new possibilities for you to treat your patients on all levels.

When working with TimeWaver, please be aware that we often communicate in subtle areas and thus, the intention of our actions are 
of fundamental importance. I wish you joy, insight, and success on this voyage of exploration.

Yours sincerely, Marcus Schmieke

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical or other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine.



TimeWaver information field technology
TimeWaver develops medical systems that are intended to assist in analyzing and treating deeper causes and coherences of diseases in 
the information field. The systems - made in Germany - consist of hardware and software and use two physical methods for analyzing
and optimizing in the information field. More than 1,500 therapists use the TimeWaver systems worldwide by now. The TimeWaver 
information field technology considers consciousness and information as fundamental components for diagnosis and therapy, since, 
according to our understanding, deeply lying psychic and somatic coherences can only be detected and treated this way.

The idea of an information field according to Burkhard Heim
In the 1950s the German physicist Burkard Heim described information fields in his 12-dimen-
sional concept of the universe as an area where all mental and physical processes come together.  
These processes remain stored there as an information pattern. Concretely, this means that  
everything we do, everything we think, and even our feelings and emotional needs are stored  
in this information field and can be accessed there. 

According to our understanding, this does not only refer to humans, but to every system con-
trolled by consciousness, intention, or intelligence; regardless of whether this system consists of 
a family, a company, animals, plants, or any organism. Due to this, information field technology 
can be used, besides medicine, in various further areas.

Marcus Schmieke  –  the developer of the TimeWaver systems
Due to his studies of physics and philosophy, it was natural for Schmieke to examine coherences 
between matter and consciousness. His first books, “Das letzte Geheimnis – Naturwissenschaft 
und Bewusstsein“ and “Das Lebensfeld”, were the basis of the TimeWaver systems and the infor-
mation field technology established by him. Marcus Schmieke received many important thought-
provoking catalyst in his personal encounters with Burkhard Heim, who was the first to formulate 
a unified quantum field theory integrating mind and consciousness.

By addressing Heim´s model of the 12-dimensional structure of the universe, Marcus Schmieke 
gained an in-depth understanding of the dimension of the information field that encompasses 
a space of energy and consciousness. So he began to develop his own information field system 
with the goal of making underlying physics and its possibilities optimally usable.
 

Consciousness as a key to communication between body and mind
The concept that consciousness plays an active role in all physical areas has been known since the beginning of research in the field 
of quantum physics. An important part of this concept is that even consciousness is a kind of force constantly creating a reality we all 
perceive out of the infinite possibilities of physical developments. According to our understanding, consciousness has a key role in the 
described form of communication with the information field. 

The basics for our model originates from the knowledge of mind and mater interactions obtained in quantum physics. Everyone, from 
Max Planck to Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schrödinger and Wolfgang Pauli to Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, was convinced 
that the mind may have a direct influence on physical processes. Experiments of the Princeton professors Robert G. Jahn, Roger Nelson 
and Brenda Dunne approved the thesis that consciousness can interact with tangible processes.

Information field technology pár excellence
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Marcus Schmieke

Burkhard Heim



To support a holistic treatment
The information field analysis and balancing refers to ten levels of a human, like the physiological body, the frequency level, electricity 
and energy of the body on the biophysical level and the pure information level. It extends to psyche and consciousness as levels that 
may have an influence on our holistic condition. 

Stimulation of regulatory processes in the information field
TimeWaver Med analyzes in the information field what new information may serve to restore a healthy balance on these levels. Just 
as in the analysis, TimeWaver aims at transferring new information, e.g. in the form of vibration patterns, to the information field by 
means of its quantum physical interface. This way, imbalances should be compensated and balanced in the information field. This may 
be compared to the intake of a homeopathic remedy. In both cases no biophysical process happens, but the body should be provided 
with information on disorders and their possible resolution. Thus, working with TimeWaver can also be referred to as “Computerized  
Homeopathy”.

These TimeWaver analyses do not refer to the physical body as in medical diagnostics. Information field medicine is based instead on 
the theory of the physically and mentally interacting information field described here; the starting point for the control of all tangible, 
energetic and psychic processes in this model. TimeWaver wants to assist you in considering the human as a whole, from mind to cell 
structure! Cause we believe that a human is more than just their separately analyzable parts.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical or other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine.
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TimeWaver

Holistic Therapy Approach

Spiritual Stabilizing 
(Consciousness)

Psyche, Mind

Information Field Balance  
Links Body and Mind

Quantum Physical Interface  
Communicates in both directions

Energy Fields - Oscillations, 
Electromagnetic Fields

Somatics - Matter - Body



Meaning and coherence
A person often gets sick when they lose their inner meaning. The aim is to bring the person back to their consciousness where they 
can be meaningfully involved, since everybody´s life is always meaningful. In every moment, life offers us this meaning, but we cannot 
always see or understand it. It is the great vision of TimeWaver to let us experience our own meaningfulness again, in everything we 
do and in everything happening to us. The feeling of coherence and meaning only arises through a harmonious connection between 
us and our environment.

Imbalances may have complex causes, e.g., psychic, viral, bacterial, or genetic - but also professional, family or social causes. They are 
reflected in an area Burkhard Heim describes as a physical field. Since this field, according to his knowledge, does not consist of forces or 
energy potentials, but rather of information patterns, we call it the information field. This model indicates that the information field does not 
only connect body and psyche, but controls all tangible processes.

Making the unconscious visible
Generally, our consciousness has no direct access to the information field, since it orientates itself, due to its dual nature, either to 
the external physical or to the inner psychic reality. The Swiss psychologist C. G. Jung was the first who recognized that the individual 
unconscious directly communicates with a kind of global information field that he called the collective unconscious, where the same 
symbols, and thus deep unconscious contents may become evident to every person through archetypal images.

Synchronicity as an expression of the unconscious
Exterior physical events can simultaneously reflect unconscious contents without the need 
of a direct and causal physical connection. C. G. Jung and the Nobel Prize winner Wolfgang 
Pauli called this phenomenon synchronicity. This may illustrate why the quantum physical 
noise processes can reflect both conscious and unconscious contents in the TimeWaver 
systems. This way, the therapist is able to analyze and treat in the information field with-
out direct physical contact by means of the TimeWaver.
 
Since, according to C.G. Jung, repressed unconscious contents may cause diseases and 
other serious problems and losses, the detection of such psychic complexes is an impor-
tant goal and tool when working with the TimeWaver. By offering unconscious coherences 
of diseases the opportunity to directly express themselves, their expression in the form of 
physical symptoms may become obsolete. This way, the energy bound in them should find 

an outlet to discharge. At the same time the detection of such repressed psychic contents is intended to balance the harmful contradic-
tion between consciousness and the unconscious and should lead the human being to wholeness.

Where body and mind meet 
Since the beginning of the 20th century scientific approaches referring to an information field can be found in biology. Alexander 
Gurwitsch developed his theory of morphic fields that was later experimentally reproduced by Kaznacheev and the German biophysi-
cist, Fritz A. Popp. While Popp developed the model of bio photons, the English biologist Rupert Sheldrake popularized this approach by 
using the term of morphogenetic fields. 

All these approaches from physics, psychology, and biology conceptually come together in the term of the information field. According 
to this model, the information field controls physical and biological processes and connects psyche and soma; It is the interface between 
mind and matter or between consciousness and body. The mind “creates” matter in the information field, and vice versa, the tangible 
world can influence the mind through the information field. 
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Carl Gustav Jung

Mens Agitat Molem - Mind Moves Matter



The 10 TimeWaver levels
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Treating at different levels
The special feature of TimeWaver is the analysis of invisible influences affecting us in 
all areas of life and the ability to balance them. It is very important that a person un-
derstands what is happening in them on all levels: From physique to energy flow and 
regulation, to the frequencies and psyche, to possibly inherited basic dispositions and 
even further. 

TimeWaver works on levels that see the entire human in their wholeness. In the course 
of this, TimeWaver not only considers the coherences with the body found in the infor-
mation field, but also the energy and the information levels. In our opinion, these are 
closely connected and work together in an ideal case; TimeWaver wants to understand 
the human as a whole.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields, their medical and other importance and the 
TimeWaver systems with their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine. The levels and applications 
described here do not refer to diseases or therapy methods in a medical sense, but to the designation of the levels contained in the medical 
database of the system.

Soul and spiritual level
The spiritual level represents the deepest and subtlest level. 
Here, the information field should be optimized at its finest 
level by means of mantras, yantras, and meditation exercises.

Systemic level
It is the main concern at this deeper transformation level to 
detect family and karmic conflicts and to positively influence 
them in the information field.

Psychic level
By means of positive affirmations and principles of psycho-
kinesiology, psychic blockages in the information field should 
be detected, supported, and resolved in the following areas: 
Balancing life spheres prenatal patterns, lack of energy, per-
sonality development. 

Information level
Here, TimeWaver works, inter alia, with information and 
vibration patterns of homeopathic remedies, essences and 
spagyrics. 

Energy level
The TimeWaver system is intended to show energetic factors 
that are reflected in the client’s information field. For example, 
chakras and functional circles should be balanced using the in-
formation of healing stones or symbols on acupuncture points 
and meridians at this level.

Frequency level
TimeWaver analyzes in the information field what body, brain, 
or organ frequencies are possibly missing from the client or 
are possibly disturbed and aims at correcting the fundamen-
tal resonances of the body there. Additionally, the frequency 
module database contains tens of thousands of frequencies 
that we assign, for example, to viruses, bacteria or clusters of 
symptoms.

Physiological processes
This database category is subdivided into genetics, cell bio-
logy, enzymes, hormones and organ functions.

Toxic burden
TimeWaver is intended to assist in detecting interfering vibra-
tion patterns possibly caused by toxic burden and in harmoniz-
ing energy fields

Bacteria, viruses, parasites, fungi
TimeWaver is intended to show where possible disturbances 
caused by viruses, germs, bacteria, or fungi are present in the 
information field and suggests information field related bal-
ancing possibilities.

Symptomatology
The TimeWaver database contains information on diverse 
remedies. At this level you will also find the complete ICD-10. 
You can easily create an individual database for other rem-
edies preferably used by you.



TimeWaver - Integrated databases

The TimeWaver databases on medical topics
The TimeWaver databases form the core of the entire system: over 600 catego-
ries with over 500,000 database entries from all major areas of complementary and or-
thodox medicine, corresponding vibration patterns, plus an integrated ICD-10 database.
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Cellular Biology
•  Biological transmutation
•  Elementary metabolism
•  Glucose metabolism
•  Metabolic state
•  Intercellular substance transport
•  Storage diseases
•  Cell organelles
•  Cell tension
•  Citric acid cycle

Toxins, Burdens
•  Allergies
•  Intolerances
•  Detoxification information
•  Food additives
•  Intoxications
•  Nosode complexes, environmental toxins

Laboratory Diagnostics
•  Laboratory values
•  ICD 10 analysis
•  Enzymes
•  Hormones
•  Organs

Viruses, Bacteria, Parasites, Fungi
•  Bacteria & parasite intoxication 
•  Fungi
•  Unknown pathogens
•  Virus intoxication

Traditional Chinese Medicine
•  Body acupuncture
•  Ear acupuncture
•  Functional circles
•  Chakras
•  Healing gems

Frequency Module
•  Brain frequencies
•  Rife and Clark frequencies
•  Healing frequencies based on Hz & symptoms
•  Polarized light, tones and light
•  Chakra frequencies
•  Basic resonances of the human body
•  Cell and organ attributed frequencies

Genetics
•  Amino acid blueprint
•  Chromosomes
•  Genetic disorders
•  Cell biology

Neurology
•  Brain frequencies
•  Neurotransmitters
•  Biological conflict associated brain areas
•  Limbic system

Structural Level
•  Musculoskeletal system
•  Cells
•  Tissue systems
•  Organ systems
•  Metabolism

Dentistry
•  Dental materials
•  Dental medicines
•  Dental nosodes
•  Dental compounds
•  Teeth and their functional circles

Homeopathy
•  A-Z list of homeopathics
•  Basic substances (Polychrests)
•  Miasms
•  Stress harmonization
•  Constitutional remedies
•  Diverse lists of medicinal products
•  Spagyrics, Bach Flowers
•  Schuessler salts, herbal extracts

Psycho-Kinesiology
•  Meridian energy technique
•  Miscellaneous testing approaches

Systematic Therapy 
•  Family relations
•  Dissolving of foreign energies
•  Transformations of life themes
•  Systemic affirmations
•  Karmic burdens
•  Constellations



TimeWaver - For holistic consideration 
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Many fields of application
The TimeWaver analysis should examine what informa-
tion of a selected database has the strongest resonance 
with the information field of the object. It is the aim of the 
optimization to transfer this information into the informa-
tion field of the object. Thus, the databases of the queried 
information form the core of the system.
 

Other coherences
Since coherences of disturbances can often be found 
in an area that is not directly medical - e.g. partnership, 
job, family, environmental burden, living environment. 
TimeWaver is delivered including diverse databases. 
Thus, architects, farmers, veterinarians, psychologists, 
trainers, consultants, and other professional groups work 
with TimeWaver.

Business
•  Business consulting & analysis 
•  Sales and revenue promotion
•  Business Energy  
•  Holistic management
•  Personality development
•  Applicant profiles

Agriculture
•  Beneficial insects   
•  Plant pathogens, fungi
•  Agricultural yield increase   
•  Pest control
•  Alternative fertilizers  
•  Mineral fertilizer
•  Plant fortifiers   
•  Homeopathy for plants

Building analysis
•  Stress caused by electro smog 
•  Stress caused by mold
•  Vasati (vedic architecture) 
•  Real estate promotion
•  Building biology 
•  Geopathic stress

Veterinary
•  Small animals   
•  Dogs and cats
•  Horses   
•  Cows, bulls, and sheep

Stresses 
•  Environmental stress  
•  Contamination in food 
•  Food additives   
•  Biocides and toxins 
•  Allergens  
•  Other harmful substances
•  Medicaments   
•  Insecticides

Sport, Fitness, Wellness
•  Performance optimization
•  Stress reduction
•  Optimise activity, shape, & strength  
•  Success affirmations
•  Training & workout optimisation  
•  Team spirit strengthening
•  Inner strength & willpower 
•  Support regeneration periods 

Coaching
•  Relationships   
•  Mediation
•  Personality development  
•  Self-esteem

Psychology
•  Psychokinesiology
•  Mental blockages
•  Balancing areas of life
•  Prenatal patterns
•  Energy deficiency
•  Personality development
•  Psychosomatics

Systemic work
•  Family constellations  
•  Areas of life 
•  Transformative affirmations 
•  Meditative affirmations
•  Family affirmations  
•  Recognising patterns
•  Liberating mantras  
•  Prenatal patterns
•  Spiritual & mental work

TimeWaver corrective options
TimeWaver is intended to provide a deeper insight 
about possible disturbances in your client´s information 
field and thus, to provide information on corrective op-
tions offered by the system at the various levels. You 
will find complex collections of information patterns in 
the TimeWaver database; these are intended for the 
analysis of the client. 

TimeWaver optimization levels
The analysis of the information field and the desired 
positive influence of balancing in the information field 
is referred to as optimization and should include every 
important area of life - from the spiritual and psychic 
level to the physical-symptomatic level. We are of the 
opinion that only the consideration on all of these levels 
completely represents reality. 

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical 
or other importance, the TimeWaver systems and their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the 
sense of orthodox medicine.
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TimeWaver Hardware & TimeWaver Mobile

TimeWaver Hardware - sturdy and timelessly elegant
TimeWaver is delivered in a solid and stylish casing made of solid aluminum.
With dimensions of 30 × 30 × 4 cm and a weight of 4 kg, it is a representative base for
your information field work on your desk.

In the lower left test hollow you can directly inform 
objects like water or “neutral” homeopathic globules. 
Below you find the appropriate noise generator.

A light quantum resonator
is located under the upper test 
bowl where you can analyse and 
optimize at the information level.

Here you can analyze and optimize on 
the energy level. You can also copy and 
record information with both of these 
bowls.

Using the right test-indentation you 
can directly vibrate a physical sample 

into the information field of the 
object. Below, there is the noise 

source responsible for the 
information.

The USB port on the rear panel connects the quantum light resonator or respectively the noise sources, with your computer.
The high-quality and safe Redel-connectors are intended for the use of various accessories.

Two channels for therapy cablesSocket for Power SupplyUSB Socket

Information field analysis in pocket size
In the age of mobility, many users want a system that is easy to trans-
port and can be flexibly used everywhere. Precisely for this purpose, the 
TimeWaver Mobile was developed. 

The compact aluminum casing protects against moisture, vibrations, and 
electromagnetic radiation. Nevertheless, TimeWaver Mobile only weighs 
200 grams and due to its dimensions of 11 × 6 × 3 cm it fits, together with a 
notebook, in almost any briefcase.

TimeWaver Kombi – two systems in one
If you do not use the TimeWaver solely in your office or doctor´s office, but take it along when 
visiting your clients, you will basically need two devices for an effective work: One device for the 
analysis along the way and one device performing the optimization simultaneously at home.



TimeWaver

The informative aspect of the body
According to our understanding, every organ has an electromagnetic energy field, i.e. a field caused by vibrations of electric charges. The organ 
coherence analysis is intended to analyze the quality of this energy field in the information field and thus, the connection of each organ to the 
client´s intact information field. With just one click you will get an overview, presented in three columns, that shows which organ groups are 
over or under regulated, and which, according to this model, are balanced and coherent in themselves. It is the aim of the organ coherence 
analysis to find and suggest suitable balancing approaches for the treatment in the information field.

Zoom into the organ fields
With a further click, you can analyze the individual organs and their parts in the information field in more detail. The results are also clearly 
displayed in three columns and you can see what parts of organs are interpreted as over or under regulated and what are interpreted as 
balanced and thus, coherent.

From the analysis to balancing
In the next step you can analyze the coherences of possible disturbances in the information field. These are divided into 15 categories of 
potential causes of a disease. Additionally, the system displays recommended balancing agents. You can directly create an optimization list 
in the information field thereof.

Anatomical illustrations
The organ coherence database includes detailed anatomical illustrations of all basic organs and organ systems of the human body, system-
atically divided into 52 categories with a total of 2,334 organ details. These illustrations are intended to visualize the analysis of the different 
body parts in the information field for the client and show what organs were analyzed as under or over regulated in the information field. 

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical and other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications described here due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine. Men-
tioning of specific indications does not refer to a disease in the medical sense, but to a category of the TimeWaver database. 

Organ Coherence Module
Everything hand in hand.
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3-column organ coherence analysis and detail analysis

The TimeWaver Med Organ Coherence Module
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Ventrikulus SinisterHerz - Cor

Finding remedies and methods
The balancing list of the database contains all homeopathic and naturopathic remedies and remedies of orthodox medicine recom-
mended for the treatment as well as methods and vibration patterns assigned to them according to our model. These are part of the 
comprehensive TimeWaver databases and are directly used for balancing in the information field. 

ICD-10-Analysis
You can find an equivalent for every organ in the client´s information field and use it for an analysis of the actual state with the ICD-
10-database. You will get a list of all possible diseases that may be related to the information field. The results are also displayed in 
three columns and show the high positive, the neutral and the negative relevancies. A high positive relevance is intended to show a 
superficial or acute problem with the tendency to chaos, a high negative relevance shows a hidden, passive or chronic problem with the 
tendency to rigidity in the information field.

Follow-up
If you perform the organ coherence analysis for a client in regular in-
tervals, you can display the continuous results in a curve and identify 
the course of your optimizations regarding possible improvements 
in the information field this way. Coherence principally describes the 
feeling of consistency and cohesion; in our opinion it describes the 
quality the individual parts of a body should use to collaborate. How 
the quality of the coherence changes, should be illustrated by means 
of the graphic representation.



MyTimeWaver - If there is only little time
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MyTimeWaver Module
This TimeWaver module was developed out of an impulse to sim-
plify the first steps with the TimeWaver system and to make its 
handling as easy as the handling of a smart phone or MP3 play-
er while ensuring maximum individuality and flexibility. Using 
MyTimeWaver, you can analyze any topic of your choice in the in-
formation field with just one click; with a further click, you can 
generate a complete optimization list and with a third click, you can 
create a customer-friendly PDF report. 

Automated experience
By means of the existing databases, you can create possible topics 
or you can revert to the included topics. Even your own databases 
can be easily integrated.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the exis-
tence of information fields, their medical and other importance 
described here and TimeWaver Med due to a lack of scientific evi-
dence in the sense of orthodox medicine. The applications men-
tioned here refer to a corresponding category of the database. 

MyTimeWaver Module
1 - 2 - 3 - Go.
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Practical topic selection 
The pre-installed sets and categories in MyTimeWaver are espe-
cially designed for a practical and realistic application and intended 
for a quick analysis of every person. They are divided into the fol-
lowing subareas:

•  Physis
•  Psyche
•  Systemic Therapy
•  Aura
•  Laboratory tests
• Building
•  Business

Integrated print function 
You can choose if you want to create a PDF file with a selected 
topic or all topics. You can easily print this PDF file for yourself or 
your clients. Additionally, you can select individual entries to be 
printed. 

MyTimeWaver Module



TimeWaver
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The Microcurrent Module for body and mind
Numerous indications can be treated using microcurrent. We opted for two very important indications in the TimeWaver Med Micro-
current Module: Pain management and Depression treatment. The microcurrents can be applied using adhesive electrodes or using hand 
electrodes.

Four pre-installed standard programs - easy operation, noticeable effect
The treatment with low intensity direct current in the TimeWaver Med is intended to complement the functionality of the 
TimeWaver. Since the TimeWaver Med is not primarily designed as a frequency therapy device, we integrated, compared to our TimeWaver 
Frequency system, a simplified variant of a microcurrent treatment. The software is easy to use: Select a program, place the electrodes, 
and start. Your patient can relax during the treatment. 

This additional function includes the four areas of application that are important in the microcurrent therapy, which are integrated in the 
TimeWaver software through four predefined programs. These programs are further subdivided into the following 2 main categories.  

1. Pain management: The adhesive electrodes are locally attached to the painful areas. During the application of the TimeWaver Micro-
current Module the patient should lie still and enjoy the therapy. 

2. Depression: In the course of this application adhesive electrodes are attached directly behind the ear on the mastoids. Alternatively, 
ear electrodes, available through TimeWaver, can be used.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical or other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine.

Designed for body and mind.
Microcurrent Module
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The TimeWaver Med Microcurrent Module

Medical indications and studies 
There are many comprehensive studies concerning treatment with microcurrent. The programs 
in the microcurrent module are based on these studies in terms of frequencies, current intensi-
ties, and parameters, such as electrode placement or treatment duration. However, these stud-
ies are not recognized by conventional medicine as scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox 
medicine.

Excerpts from studies: 

Pain
Postoperative: Rockstroh G, Schleicher W, Krummenauer F.; The advantage during a stationary follow-up- 
treatment applying microcurrrents on patients after implantation of a knee totalendoprothesis - a prospective 
randomised clinical case study; Rehabilitation 2010,  49: pp.173-179
Sarhan, T.M.; Doghem; 2009; Effect of microcurrent skin patch on the epidural fentanyl requirements for post 
operative pain relief of total hip arthroplasty; Middle East Journal of Anesthesiology; pp. 411-415 
Jerry T. Holubec; Cumulative Response from Cranial Electrotherapy Stimulation (CES) for Chronic Pain; Practical 
Pain Management; 2009 Nov-Dez (n=525)

Depression
Boggio PS; Rigonatti SP; Ribeiro RB; Myczkowski ML; Nitsche MA; Pascual-Leone A.; Fregni F.; A randomized, 
double-blind clinical trial on the efficacy of cortical direct current stimulation for the treatment of major depression. 
International Journal of Neuropsychopharmacology; 2008 Mar, 11(2): pp. 249-54; Epub 2007 Jun 11
Marshall F. Gilula; Daniel L. Kirsch; Cranial Electrotherapy Stimulation Review: A Safer Alternative to Psycho-
pharmaceuticals in the Treatment of Depression; Journal of Neurotherapy; 2005, Vol. 9(2), pp. 7-26; The 
Haworth Press



TimeWaver
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475 databases
WaveScreening is a module performing an information 
field screening regarding potential health problems with 
just one click. Subsequently, the results for the 475 most 
important medical effects are displayed with a proba-
bility ranking. An individual database regarding the 
treatment of the information field is stored for each of 
these 475 entries. 

Only three clicks to the goal
With a second mouse click, you can create a corresponding optimization list for the selected results 
through an analysis in the databases. With a third click, you can vibrate this list on a TimeWaver 
information vial that you can give to your patient for their therapy support at home. 

Using the power of the unconscious
This way, you can combine the TimeWaver optimization with the possible placebo or autosugges-
tion effect of the “informed” TimeWaver information vial. The optimization lists can be simultane-
ously vibrated directly into the information field.

WaveScreening 
    Module
   The quick and 
extensive overview.
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The TimeWaver WaveScreening Module

Practical to use
The presentation of the analysis results is structured and clearly 
arranged according to the most significant potential health im-
pact categories:

If you click on “Apply” in this screening-overview, an analysis in 
the selected influencing factors will be started. Then the result 
will provide balancing agents, especially optimized for these in-
fluencing factors.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the exis-
tence of information fields, their medical and other importance 
described here and TimeWaver Med due to a lack of evidence in 
the sense of orthodox medicine. The fields of applications men-
tioned here refer to the corresponding categories integrated in 
the TimeWaver database. 

• Cells/Matrix
• Bacteria
• Viruses
• Fungi
• Parasites
• Sensory Organs/Nerves
• Urogenital Tract
• Dental checkup

• Teeth/Mouth
• Immune/Lymphatic system
• Respiratory tract
• Endocrine glands
• Hormones
• Skeleton/Spine
• Cardiac Cycle
• Metabolism/Digestion



 

The TimeWaver Sound Module 
Almost everyone has already heard of subliminal influence. Whether hidden images in the 
cinema motivate to buy certain beverages, or “secret messages” are smuggled into the sub-
conscious of people. Subliminal information is used in a wide variety of applications. The same 
effect can also be used in a positive sense, namely by applying, for example, certain acoustic 
frequencies for a patient, that are intended to have a positive effect.

The TimeWaver Sound Module analyzes in the information field what frequencies seem to 
be helpful for your patient and directly selects the required frequencies from the extensive 
databases. The desired frequency can also be selected manually.

Die TimeWaver Frequency-Databases 
•  Fundamental resonances of the human body  •  Brain frequencies
•  Frequencies for treatment, sorted by symptoms •  Tones and colors
•  Frequencies for treatment, sorted by Hz  •  Rife frequencies
•  Frequencies for cell and organ stimulation

 

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields, their medical and other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications described here due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine, as 
well as the research of Günther Haffelder, Hulda Clark and Raymond Rife and the possible effect of the phenomenon of the Schumann 
Resonances.

TimeWaver - Working with acoustical frequencies
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Music for the soul.



 

Music for the soul
The determined frequencies can be mixed with a piece of music and can be made audible as an audio file, which your client can take 
home and use on their mp3 player while having a walk or at home. This principle has been known in the context of “Superlearning” 
for a long time. According to the physicist and brain researcher Günther Haffelder, such a neuro-active musical signal should cause a 
release of neurotransmitters of the brain, which in turn should initiate certain processes.

Beat frequencies
Low frequencies below the audible range are substituted through 
a simple principle. The inaudible frequency of 7.83 Hz, known as 
Schumann Resonance, becomes audible for the client by making two 
frequencies with an exact difference of 7.83 Hz acoustically accessible 
to both halves of the brain via the stereo channels. This phenomenon 
known as “beat” uses a fundamental frequency, for example, 432 Hz 
for one ear and 432 + 7,83 Hz - thus 439,83 Hz - for the other ear.

Working with brain frequencies
The spectrum of brainwaves includes five states that can be analyzed 
through different frequencies. We believe that physical and psycho-
logical disorders are reflected in the spectrum and in the coherence of 
these frequencies. TimeWaver analyzes the frequency of brainwaves 
in the information field and indicates which frequencies seem to be 
disturbed and should be stimulated or strengthened.

The TimeWaver Sound Module
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Freq Hz  Name   State of consciousness 
30-50+  Gamma  Mystical and transcendent experiences during  
  meditation, healing, feelings of melting, union, 
  omniscience, special capabilities 
15-30  Beta  Normal everyday consciousness: directed 
                               attention, analytical thinking, sensory-motor  
  activity 
8-14  Alpha  Easy state of relaxation: mostly with closed eyes 
  and calm spirit, harmony with surroundings; 
  emotional release, reduction of anxiety, mental 
  journeying, being at ease, wellbeing 
4-8  Theta  Deep relaxation, meditation, trance, hypnosis, 
  re-programming, possibly light sleep 
  (REM – dream phase) 
0-4  Delta  Deeper, dreamless sleep, possibly also very deep 
  meditation, regeneration and often improvement 
  through sleep



TimeWaver
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Meridians Module
Energy flow in the
 information field.

The TimeWaver Meridians Module 
According to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), meridians are channels where the vital energy (Qi) flows. In this system, there are 12 
main meridians and two meridians associated to the central governing and conception vessels. Each meridian is associated to an organ 
or organ system. The TimeWaver Meridians Module divides the 12 main meridians, where the acupuncture points are located, in the left 
and right body halves. According to the teachings of TCM, a free and sufficient flow of Qi is, among other things, necessary for a healthy 
balance of body and mind. In case of too little Qi, for example, an organ could be damaged. The Meridians Module purely works on the 
information level. 

Virtual needles 
In order to treat particular problems 
in the right place, the Meridians Mo- 
dule analyzes thousands of energy and 
acupuncture points in the information 
field to decide which of them should be 
stimulated. You can adjust them auto-
matically or manually and stimulate the 
meridians in the information field by 
placing virtual needles. 

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do 
not recognize the existence of information fields, their medical and other importance, the TimeWaver systems and their applications 
described here due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine, as well as energy points, TCM and meridians.



The TimeWaver Meridians Module
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Meridians Module
Energy flow in the
 information field.

Virtual needles being placed on meridians
The right picture shows how a virtual needle is placed on a meridian. 
TimeWaver analyzes on the information field level what points should be 
stimulated and what optimization information should be used for balanc-
ing. TimeWaver selects the appropriate virtual needles and places them 
automatically on the selected points.

The TCM-Meridian teachings
The most important meridians are the 12 main meridians named after the 
organs and the two governor and conception vessel meridians. Other me-
ridians cross these at specific acupuncture points.  
• Yin-meridians: proceed from the toes to the head and the fingers.
• Yang-meridians: proceed from the fingers to the face and back to the toes. 

 

The TCM main meridians
All of the known classical acupuncture 
points lie on these 14 channels. According 
to TCM, the main meridians form a circuit 
system with a daily complete run; due to 
this, each meridian should be especially 
activated once a day. Additionally, each 
meridian is associated to an element, an 
emotion, a sensory organ, and a type of 
tissue.

Element  Organ  Short.  Time  Meridian  Taìjí  Emotion  Sense organ  Tissue
Wood  Liver  Le  01-03  Jue Yin  Yīn  Anger  Eye  Muscle
Metal  Lungs  Lu  03-05  Tai Yin  Yīn  Sadness  Nose  Skin
Metal  Colon  Di  05-07  Yang Ming  Yáng  Sadness  Nose  Skin
Earth  Stomach  Ma  07-09  Yang Ming  Yáng  Worry  Lips  Connect. Tissue
Earth  Spleen  Mi  09-11  Tai Yin  Yīn  Worry  Lips  Connect. Tissue
Fire Heart  He  11-13  Shao Yin  Yīn  Joy  Toungue  Blood
Fire  Small Intestine  Dü  13-15  Tai Yang  Yáng  Joy  Toungue  Blood
Water  Bladder  Bl  15-17  Tai Yang  Yáng  Fear  Ear  Bones
Water  Kidney  Ni  17-19  Shao Yin  Yīn  Fear  Ear  Bones
Fire  Pericard  Pe  19-21  Jue Yin  Yīn  Joy  Toungue  Blood
Fire  Triple Warmer  3E  21-23  Shao Yang  Yáng  Joy  Toungue  Blood
Wood  Gallbladder  Gb  23-01  Shao Yang  Yáng  Anger  Eye  Muscle



Energy Points Module

TimeWaver

Virtual impulses for individual points and entire areas
The energy points module offers the possibility to import all kinds of images, for example, areas of the body, X-ray images, floor 
plans, organizational charts of companies, etc. and enables you to perform an information field analysis and optimization through 
a free setting of points and areas. Hereby, detected potential disturbances should, among other things, be harmonized and be 
brought back to a controlled flow of energy. This method can be applied in various areas of life, e.g. for an energetic optimization 
of a building, space clearing, or company optimization. 

Another useful feature is the virtual grid that you can place on images: it analyzes the selected area in detail and is supposed to identify 
weak points. In order to optimize these points analyzed in the information field, you can use, among other things, information, symbols, 
or affirmations.

Special features of the Energy Points Module
• TimeWaver does not only stimulate individual points, but can also analyze complete 

areas of an organ in the information field in order to balance them in a targeted manner
• You can scan your own photos, x-ray images, or CTs of your client and place energy 

points with respect to the respective organ. 
• Different reflex zones and acupuncture areas of the hands and feet for stimulating 

the information field are integrated in the software. 
• TimeWaver can automatically determine appropriate balancing agents for the stimu-

lation of relevant energy points in the information field.
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Energy flow in the information field.



The TimeWaver Energy Points Module

Brain areas in the TimeWaver Med database
According to our understanding, coherences of disturbances can be detected in the respective 
information field of a brain area. You can, for example, take specific areas of the brain which are 
associated with certain organ control functions, and according to our model, apply specific stimu-
lation that corresponds to those disorders through the database “Brain areas” which contains 
Ayurvedic mantras.
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Note: Science and orthodox medi-
cine do not recognize the existence 
of information fields, their medical 
and other importance, the Time-
Waver systems and their applica-
tions described here due to a lack 
of scientific evidence in the sense 
of orthodox medicine, as well as 
energy points, TCM and meridians.



TimeWaver

WaveGenetics Module

Phantom DNA and
 the information field

Wave genetics and information fields
TimeWaver Frequency is intended to change the electric field of the cells 
in a positive way. The WaveGenetics Module, according to the Russian 
molecular biologist Prof. Dr. Peter Gariaev, the discoverer of the phantom 
DNA, directly couples, according to his model, to the information field of 
the DNA through so-called torsion fields should connect the two levels 
when the patient’s own connection doesn’t work anymore.

The WaveGenetics module is a valuable addition to the TimeWaver sys-
tem, since we regard DNA as a connection between the cell and its in-
formation field. According to our understanding, disturbances in the wave 
genetic field of the DNA can impede the communication of the cells with 
the morphogenetic field, or even interrupt it.

The discoverer of the “Phantom DNA”
In decades of research, Dr. Peter Gariaev, 
member of the Russian Academy of Medico-
Technical Sciences  (RAMTN) and Academy of 
Applied Natural Science (RAEN) in Moscow, 
chairman of the Institute of Quantum Genet-
ics in Kiev, developer of wave genetics and 
discoverer of the Phantom DNA developed 
80 wave genetic files that have been inter-
nationally applied for wave genetic balancing 
for years.Peter Gariaev
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Information Field

WaveGenetics Module 
Dr. Peter Gariaev

TimeWaver Med

TimeWaver Home  
and Frequency

WaveGenetic Field 
of the DNA

Electrical Field 
of the Cells

Communication to the 
Information Field

Communication to the  
electrical Field of the Cell



The TimeWaver WaveGenetics Module

WaveGenetics Module

80 wave genetic files in five categories 
Altogether, 80 “Gariaev Files” in five categories are available in the TimeWaver Med. Out of these, the patient receives a unique se-
quence of 5 to 18 files with individual vibration patterns. The five categories of the WaveGenetics files are:

1. Well-being
2. Metabolism
3. Cell
4. Immune system
5. Skeletal system, blood and brain

Torsion waves as information carrier
Within seconds, you can determine in the information field, by means of a TimeWaver analysis, which individual selection and se-
quence of files are suitable for the patient and subsequently, create and individual MP3 file for them. This individual file can accom-
pany the patient for months or years with the aim of balancing the wave genetic field of their own DNA. This way, you can create 
wave genetics files that are especially tailored to the needs of each client or patient. 

The files are not intended for listening, but should generate “torsion waves” from the mp3 player, which are intended to modulate the 
cell’s genetic wave field. Due to this module, the TimeWaver becomes even more tangible and experienceable for everyone, since 
playing these files can be practically integrated into one´s daily activities.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields, their medical importance described here 
and TimeWaver Med, as well as the existence and importance of the wave genetic field of the DNA, the bioelectric field of the cells, 
and the phantom DNA due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine. The research of Dr. Gariaev and the 
existence  and effect of torsion fields are also not recognized. A possibly observed effect had to be interpreted as placebo effect from 
a medical point of view. The categories mentioned here do not represent any healing methods in the sense of orthodox medicine, but 
refer to the program names stored in the software.

Information field and cell connection model
Level Field  System
Consciousness Information field TimeWaver Med
DNA  Wave genetic field WaveGenetics Module
Cell / Organ Bioelectrical field TimeWaver Frequency
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TimeLine Module
Past - Present - Future

The TimeLine Module
The TimeLine Module analyzes in the information field the specific moments in time of a person´s lifeline that are in a resonance 
with a possible disturbance and aims at influencing the analyzed blockages in a positive way. The TimeLine Module is intended to 
capture and represent the information field in its temporal order, knowing full well that the information field itself is not subject to this 
temporal order, but is above this. Since the timeline in this model forms the dividing line and thus, the interface between the three-
dimensional space and the higher dimensions, we are of the opinion that an informative consideration is of particular importance.

The precious look into past, present and future
Timelines can be created for a person or any object with a temporal beginning extending to the present 
day. Additionally, a woman´s period of pregnancy can be considered; this is corresponding, for example, 
to the planning time or construction phase of a building.

Likewise, the period of presence can be extended into the future, in order to capture the flowing relative 
nature of time. In many cases, the coherences of problems can be found in projections of the future. 
These have an influence on the presence and the past. 

Time in a nonlinear perspective
From the perspective of a higher-dimensional information field, the past has not passed and the future 
does not lie in the future. The entire temporality forms a space full of resonances with itself and the 
surrounding dimensions. It is the aim of the TimeLine Module to capture and harmonize these.



The TimeWaver TimeLine Module
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The practical application of the TimeLine Module
The TimeLine Module analyzes the timeline of life in regard to an individual topic or problem. In the settings, you can select the pe-
riod you want to analyze on the timeline. TimeLine creates an overview of the most important points of time that are in resonance 
with the topic you formulated and generates a complete optimization list through a database analysis. TimeLine is a very infor-
mative tool for capturing deeper coherences of complex problems of the past and energetically balancing possible future events.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical or other importance, 
the TimeWaver systems and their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine.



TimeWaver
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GenoWave Module
Systemic relations in the information field.

Systemic constellations with GenoWave
The GenoWave Module should enable you to accompany therapeutic or transfor-
mational processes with TimeWaver dynamically, with the aim to illustrate them 
graphically and to support them positively through optimization approaches, such as 
affirmations, symbols, or information. By means of the GenoWave Module, you can 
transfer a systemic constellation of families, partnerships, groups, companies, etc. on 
a two-dimensional surface and optimize it in the information field. 

The practical application of GenoWave
Individual symbols can be placed on the relationships through drag and drop. In the 
course of this, you can observe in real time how the qualities of the respective rela-
tionships, evaluated in the analysis, change. 

Therapeutically, one can optimize the relationships between the individual participants by creating individual optimization lists for 
them. Simultaneously, one can directly vibrate in these optimization lists and carry out a reassessment regarding the quality of their 
relationship. 

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields and their medical or other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine.



The TimeWaver GenoWave Module
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Analyzing the qualities of relationships in the information field
The qualities of relationships are evaluated in the information field according to the same principle as in the organ coherence mod-
ule. Intact relationship patterns are illustrated using green arrows, while stress patterns in relationships are illustrated using red and 
blue arrows. The blue arrows indicate rigid relationships, with too little space for individuality, while red arrows symbolize chaotic 
stress patterns that may be related to a lack of connection, lack of reliability, or a low sense of responsibility.

Informative constellations
GenoWave itself places the individual members of the constellation on one level and analyzes the qualities of the individual rela-
tionships. The individual members can be both moved by the user and automatically by means of an analysis. In the course of this, 
the new situation will be assessed in real time. 



TimeWaver
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Aura Module
Chakras as a mirror of the body.

Relationships of hormones, glands and organs 
In Ayurvedic and Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) chakras are special energy areas that have been known for a long time and 
that have a modified physiologically measurable resistance on the skin surface. According to TCM, the aura is a very subtle electro-
magnetic field that is radiated off the skin surface and can be made visible in color through certain wavelengths and intensities. The 
chakras in turn should have direct contact to various endocrine systems, nerve centers, and certain organs. The aura is regarded as a 
fine image of the Chakras. This way, conclusions regarding the functioning of a person´s endocrine system and nerve centers could 
be drawn. 

The Aura in the information field
The Aura Module integrated in the TimeWaver system analyzes a person´s information field 
within the frequencies of visible light and displays their distribution graphically in their aura. 
The recording in the Aura module is a graphical illustration of the aura intensities determined 
in the information field. The Aura Module uses the colors of the seven chakras for the illustra-
tion. These are symmetrically shown on the left and right around the photo of the client. A 
larger and stronger illustration of the individual colors corresponds, according to this model, to 
a stronger energy of the chakra. 

The chakras and the endocrine system
The aura photography and knowledge of chakras has been considered as unscientific for many years. But, when dealing with this 
system, it quickly becomes apparent that ancient knowledge and a different approach regarding medical issues are the basis of this 
system. A particularly interesting feature of the Aura module is the video function; this should make it possible to observe the change 
in the Aura and record it in real time. The video function can document how the energetic situation of a person possibly changes 
during a therapy or during energy work. 



Visualization of the aura
The result of an aura-recording is shown as bars, columns, and as an aura photo. The chakras are presented in the following color assign-
ment from top to bottom and are assigned to the following glands, organs, and hormones according to the teachings of TCM.

Not only for people
Apart from people, other things can be ana-
lyzed, such as the aura of a building or piece 
of land during an energetic space optimiza-
tion. 

After the aura analysis in the information 
field, TimeWaver searches the database 
suitable to compile appropriate optimization 
information that should support the weak 
chakras. Then you have the option to export 
and print a multi-page report of the most im-
portant parameters.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not 
recognize the existence of information fields, 
their medical and other importance, the TimeWaver systems and their applications described here due to a lack of scientific evidence in 
the sense of orthodox medicine, as well as TCM, chakra teachings and the existence of the aura.

The TimeWaver Aura Module
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Aura Module

 Crown Chakra  white  hypothalamus, pituitary   melatonin
            gland, brain, CNS 
 Third Eye Chakra  blue   epiphysis, ears,   melatonin
            pituitary gland 
 Throat Chakra  turquoise  thyroid, nerves, eyes,   thyroxine
            muscle system, bones, kidneys
 Heart Chakra    green  thymus, heart,   thymosin

 Solar Plexus Chakra yellow  pancreas, skin, digestive  insulin
            system, adrenal gland 
 Sacral Chakra   orange  gonads, placenta, mammary   testosterone
            gland, ovaries, kidneys, genitals
 Root Chakra    red   adrenal gland, spinal cord,   aldosterone, DHEA,   
                cortisol, adrenaline



TimeWaver Cardio
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What does heart rate variability mean?
The heart does not beat regularly. The intervals between two heartbeats vary from beat to beat, just as the heart rate. This is the desired 
condition, since it shows the flexibility of the organ necessary to react appropriately to external stimuli and challenges, as with stress for 
example. Stress is reflected in the autonomic nervous system and may cause an imbalance between the sympathetic and parasympa-
thetic nervous system; this may heavily influence the heart rate variability.

Due to this, the HRV analysis is intended to ascertain appropriate parameters in order to determine stress states in the body and mind 
and aims at proposing appropriate measures to reduce the stress. In addition, the system interprets the evaluated data in order to show 
the current status of the patient´s so-called “biological age”. TimeWaver Cardio determines 14 different parameters in order to identify 
possible coherences of stress symptoms. The clear color display is intended to show you any kind of over or under regulation and where 
parameters are possibly in a critical range. 

Illustration of the “biological age”
For years, the TimeWaver Cardio has proven itself as a diagnostic entry point into energy and information field medicine. The system 
evaluates the most important physiological vibration, the heartbeat, concerning its internal structure, i.e. coherence, and displays the 
results by means of the 14 aforementioned parameters. In the new TimeWaver Cardio, this detailed and meaningful analysis is comple-
mented by a concise and easy evaluation for beginners and laymen; this simplified evaluation, with only three parameters, should give 
a quick insight into a person´s state of stress through the stress quality of the heart, body and mind. 

These three parameters are summarized again and are pre-
sented as a single total value, namely the “biological age”. 
This is supposed to be an effective motivation for many 
people to live healthier lives and to keep physically and 
mentally fit. For the therapist, it is intended to be a good 
tool for therapy monitoring. 

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recog-
nize the existence of information fields, their medical 
and other importance, the TimeWaver systems and 
their applications described here, the heart rate vari-
ability and regulatory capacity due to a lack of sci-
entific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine.

Cardiovascular diagnostics
Measurement of the heart rate variability. 



The 14 Parameters and Their Physical Correlations 
VLF / HF  Very Low Frequencies/ High Frequencies: Relationship between sympathetic/    
  parasympathetic nervous system and between exhaustion and stress.
VLF + HF  Very Low Frequencies Stress level of the overall activity      
 plus High Frequencies and regulatory ability of the vegetative nervous system
Stress Index  Acute stress / acute regulatory abilities (requirements) 
Distress Index   Chronic stress / chronic regulatory ability 
HR Heart rate Central pulse 
CV  Cardio Variability  Heart rate variability, inflexible and chaotic parameters 
ES Extra systoles  Shown as chaotic tendencies 
IC Index of Centralization Stress state of the limbic system (will power, motivation) 
ULF  Ultralow Frequencies Regulatory ability in relation to the different hormonal glands 
1 / HF  1 / High Frequencies Stress state related to the immune system 
LF  Low Frequencies Stress state related to tension in the solar plexus (individual inner pressure)
VLF  Very Low Frequencies Stress state of the sympathetic nervous system (adrenal glands, power,   
  tension, activity, from order to chaos)
HF  High Frequencies Stress state of parasympathetic nervous system (vagus nerve, rest, 
  intuition, relaxation, creativity, from disorder up to chaotic tendencies)
BA  Biological age of a patient

The expert system for the measurement of the heart rate variability
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Heart rate variability: Analysis not only with respect to the heart
By means of the TimeWaver Cardio system, a meaningful diagnosis with respect to the entire autonomic nervous system and the 
organism should be provided so that you can develop an individual and reliable treatment strategy. The 14 parameters of TimeWaver 
Cardio for the determination of a therapy can be divided into four main groups:

• Autonomic nervous system, total energy, ratio sympathetic/parasympathetic
 nervous system (tension/relaxation)
• Regulatory capacity with acute and chronic stress parameters
• Combined display of the heart rate variability plus extra-systoles
• A person´s degree of stress with six parameters regarding
 The psycho-neuro-endocrine-immunological system
 (mind, nerves, hormones, immune system)

Software: Integrated databases plus report
With just one click, the software creates a 3-page report as a PDF. This 
way, you can clearly print the possible state of the patient’s cardiovas-
cular system and their regulatory capacity analyzed by the software. A 
great number of databases containing entries regarding homeopathic, 
naturopathic and conventional medical remedies for stress reduction, 
psychic conflict resolutions, and brain mapping databases with re-
levant information of neurotransmitters are included in the software.

Connection to the TimeWaver Med
In combination with TimeWaver Med, you get an overall system, which 
aims at analyzing the 14 parameters in the information field, showing 
you stress coherences detected there and finally proposes optimiza-
tion approaches for the balancing of the information field. TimeWaver 
Cardio uses a professional 3-channel ECG recorder for signal detection, but 
is alternatively also available with a convenient and easy to use pulse- 
oximeter finger clip system.
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Vascular age and hemodynamics - The view into the arteries
The Mobil-O-Graph® TimeWaver Vascular system is an expert system to determine hemodynamics and arterial stiffness. It measures 
various values, such as the peripheral blood pressure, the central aortic blood pressure, cardiac output, peripheral resistance, augmenta-
tion index and pressure, plus pulse wave velocity and reflection coefficients. These values are intended to quickly clarify whether the 
arteries and veins have the necessary wall tension and offer a certain variable resistance to the outbound blood of the heart. This resis-
tance is needed for circulatory regulation and for an adequate distribution of blood to the various organs. 

Hand in hand with TimeWaver Med
In its extensive databases TimeWaver Med includes, among other things, the main therapy approaches for arterial and coronary prob-
lems. The Mobil-O-Graph® TimeWaver Vascular sends 20 parameters to the TimeWaver Med that serve as the basis for an information 
field analysis and balancing. You can use TimeWaver Vascular together with the TimeWaver Med system or individually. The TimeWaver 
Med databases concerning arterial and coronary diseases contain data and information on chemical, orthomolecular, homeopathic, 
herbal, and psychosomatic therapies. Based on these databases, TimeWaver Med can perform the information field analysis and balanc- 
ing.

Measurement of blood pressure plus pulse wave analysis
The pure value of the blood pressure has only little significance with respect to hemodynamics and arterial stiffness and has no signifi-
cance with respect to the fluid dynamics of blood. Only the pulse wave analysis should give more specific information about arterial 
flexibility or thickening. It is possible to detect vascular aging processes early, thus the measurement of the arterial stiffness is a sensitive 
tool in preventive medicine. 

Cardiovascular diagnostics
Pulse Wave Analysis.

TimeWaver Vascular
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The expert system for a pulse wave analysis

Prevention through risk identification
Arterial stiffness is a great danger for people and may cause stroke, 
coronary heart diseases, myocardial infarction, renal and cardio-vascular 
diseases. This stiffness cannot be sufficiently detected solely through the 
measurement of blood pressure.

Arterial stiffness has various causes that can nevertheless be treated of-
ten. In order to find out about the state of your patient’s vascular system 
in a timely manner, the Mobil-O-Graph® TimeWaver Vascular assists in 
determining the arterial stiffness and vascular age.

Pulse wave analysis as monitoring and screening
This procedure is intended to give information on various important vital 
parameters of hemodynamics and arterial stiffness under everyday con-
ditions. Especially in patients with hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, 
or in case of indications like cardiac insufficiency, dilated cardiomyopa-
thy, therapy-resistant hypertension, and as risk stratification and moni-
toring of antihypertensive drugs, the pulse wave velocity should be an 
independent predictor and should support clinical decisions in diagnosis 
and therapy.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not recognize the existence of information fields, their medical and other importance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications described here due to a lack of scientific evidence in the sense of orthodox medicine. Heart 
rate variability, regulatory capacity, pulse wave analysis and diagnoses and therapy strategies gained therefrom are not recognized by 
orthodox medicine.



Principles of information field science
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What distinguishes TimeWaver?
For TimeWaver, a scientific basis can be found in the early 
days of quantum physics. Many former scientists saw inter-
actions between physics and consciousness. The insights of 
depth psychology and particularly the Jungian Psychoanalysis 
are another basis. This provides, especially in the area of the 
collective unconscious, an approach for a better understand-
ing of the information field in its abstract manner.

TimeWaver even goes a step further in the technical imple-
mentation. The research of various scientists in the recent 
years, especially Marcus Schmieke, do not only offer other 
approaches for the understanding of the communication be-
tween matter and mind, but offer concrete methods for using 
this knowledge
 

Real physical light quantum effect and vibration comparison
According to Burkhard Heim, quantum physical processes form the interface to the information field. The TimeWaver technology 
serves as a possibility to read and write information fields using two different technical methods: 
1. According to Heim´s model, the light quantum effect uses photons as the most effective information carrier and should act as 

a direct access to the information space in order to get a precise and distinctive analysis.
2. The vibration comparison uses two simultaneously vibrating noise sources and is intended to make the energy and control 

space accessible. The comparison of the two vibration patterns should determine the resonances on the information level.

Careful shielding for interference-free noise
The goal is to shield the noise sources from electromagnetic waves and other influences as best as possible. In our opinion, only in 
case of careful shielding such noise can be considered as an isolated quantum process. Unshielded noise signals are influenced by 
outside information, such as radio waves, cell phones, or interference fields of neighboring electrical equipment, and therefore contact 
with the information field occurs with greatly reduced quality. For this reason, we use a solid, elaborately produced die-cast aluminum 
casing for the TimeWaver. It shields the individual devices from each other and from external electromagnetic radiation.

Own noise source for unfiltered signals
Comparable systems usually use only one noise source with an electronically filtered signal, as for example, in random generators for 
lottery purposes. However, according to our understanding, the information relevant for the information field analysis, gets lost this 
way. TimeWaver uses its own noise sources that are read in an unfiltered way and thus, use the entire spectrum of relevant informa-
tion. According to the conventional scientific opinion, TimeWaver analyses are pure random processes.

The logical evolution of the radionics principle
In order to enable a precise communication with the information field, TimeWaver meets the physical requirements that should 
serve as a yardstick in the comparison with other systems. Computerized radionics systems have been existing for many years, 
and now, with TimeWaver, modern physics has finally reached the area that has been called radionics so far. Experienced users ap-
preciate the innovative features of the TimeWaver that we use to avoid possible weaknesses of computerized radionics systems.

Note: The existence of information fields, the TimeWaver systems, their applications and the models and theories mentioned here are 
not recognized by science. 

In the TimeWaver Hardware the unfiltered signals of two screened
noise diodes  are used whose oscillation patterns are transferred

and evaluated up to 5 MHz.



Physics in TimeWaver
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Burkhard Heim´s quantum field theory
The formulation of a unified field theory, Heim’s quantum field theory, is 
regarded as the most important work of the German physicist Burkhard 
Heim (1925-2001). Additionally, Burkhard Heim´s model about the 12- 
dimensional structure of the universe is the scientific basis of the informa-
tion field analysis and makes it understandable. 

Heim´s theory of the information and control field crucially influenced the 
design of the TimeWaver system. According to our understanding, the 
light quantum effect primarily communicates with the global information 
field (GIF), i.e. on a non-energetic, non-manifested and more causal level. 
A major part of the vibration comparison takes place in the energetic con-
trol field (ECF), i.e. closer to the visible space-time. The optional applica-
tion of these two methods should enable you to analyze and optimize in 
the information field in a very distinguished way.
 

Heim´s model of 12 dimensions
According to Burkhard Heim´s model, our four-dimensional visible world - the dimensions d1 to d4 - represents 
only the first level of the universe. Above this, there is - the energetic control field (ECF) - the dimensions d5 to 
d6 - and the space of consciousness - the dimensions d7 to d12. The four highest dimensions, d9 to d12,  repre-
sent the mind mathematically. The higher dimensions communicate with the visible four-dimensional space-
time through the time wave. The two lower levels of the space of consciousness form the global information 
field (GIF). According to Heim´s model, these twelve dimensions directly connect matter and consciousness. In 
the course of this, communication between these areas happens through the time wave.

The time wave connects consciousness and matter
According to our model, the time wave is the connection between consciousness and matter. It synchronously 
vibrates as a standing wave in the whole universe and connects all physical processes with each other. Not 
only the resonant circuits of TimeWaver, also the client´s body “rustles”. A human, for example, consists of 
vibrating atoms causing a complex noise. This noise should also be located in the time wave by TimeWaver.

The concrete work with TimeWaver
Even the Nobel laureates Niels Bohr and Erwin Schrödinger, the fathers of quantum physics, were convinced 
that quantum processes constitute the interface between consciousness and matter. The studies of Prof. 
Robert G. Jahn of Princeton University showed that consciousness can resonate with noise. This effect is used 
by the TimeWaver systems to connect the object with the information of the optimization list.

Focus and objectives, intentions, resonances, and information 
According to the model of the information field analysis, the client’s information field includes, among other 
things all relevant information about disturbances on various levels. The quantum physical interface of 
TimeWaver scans the information field with respect to the objectives selected by the user. The analysis result 
shows the vibration pattern of the database that corresponds with the vibration pattern of the client. The 
TimeWaver system is intended to offer the user an access to the client’s information field. In the course of this, 
it is a prerequisite that the consciousness of the TimeWaver user resonates with the client.
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TimeWaver analysis and optimization

Real quantum processes in the TimeWaver
TimeWaver uses a light quantum effect for analyzing and optimiz-
ing in the information field. A laser beam transmits photon pulses 
to a 45° angled semitransparent mirror. If the photon pulse passes 
through the mirror, a binary one is created, a reflection gives the 
value zero. The determination of this is a pure quantum effect with-
out any physically tangible cause. 

According to Heim, information in its purest form can be expressed 
in the seemingly random quantum choices of photons. If one as-
signs the information flow of photons to an object, one should be 
able to read, and also write, into the information field of the object.

Real vibration comparison
TimeWaver is intended to assist you in the analysis of any 
object. The analysis is done by means of a vibration comparison and 
query through a light quantum effect. Additionally, TimeWaver uses 
a complex electronic recording system where two noise sources 
simultaneously record two independent vibration patterns that are 
evaluated by the software.

1. The first vibration pattern is assigned to the client or object 
that should be analyzed.

2. The second vibration pattern is assigned to the database en-
tries that should be analyzed. There you select the entries 
relevant for your optimization.

3. TimeWaver compares the vibration patterns of the selected 
database entries with those of the client and enables an 
information field optimization. 

The optimization list
A query of the desired condition should determine what information may be helpful for the client or the object. You can also manu-
ally select specific information from a database and enter it into the list. If a person, for example, suffers from emotional upsets, you 
can, for example, select the vibration pattern of St. John’s wort in the database. For the purpose of an optimization, you compile any 
information intended for a client in an optimization list. 

The model of consciousness resonance
Now, the software sets your created optimization list in resonance with the client or object. In the course of this, it uses the two 
simultaneously operating noise generators. According to our understanding, the noise of the generators is modulated by the content 
of the optimization list by means of the consciousness resonance. This way, the information is vibrated into the information field of 
the object via the time wave. The software simultaneously selects object or client and optimization lists. 

This is done with the intention to vibrate the informational content of the optimization list into the client´s information field. Our 
model explains that the conscious intention of the therapist between the noise of the TimeWaver and the noise of the client leads to 
a resonance of consciousness. Thereby, the optimizing information is vibrated into the client´s information field.

TimeWaver uses a real light quantum effect for
communicating in the information field.

TimeWaver records the vibration pattern of the noise sources.
In the “interfering background noise” of physics, according to our 

understanding, the relevant information can be found.
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TimeWaver communicates with the time wave
According to the research of the Soviet physicist Nikolay A. Kozyrev, time is the force causing a certain effect 
from a cause. Its patterns contain information about every physical process in this world. Kozyrev´s research 
assigns a key role to time in the communication between the information space and matter. Through the 
influence of the time wave, a tangible process is created out of information. Conversely, every tangible 
process, according to Kozyrev´s model, creates a pattern in the time wave that is accessible anywhere in the 
universe, independent of space and time. 

The Kozyrev mirror - the physical gateway to other dimensions 
A Kozyrev mirror is an aluminum cylinder that may open, according to its developers Prof. Kaznacheev and 
Prof. Trofimov, a space-time channel in its interior due to its specific dimensions, surface character, and alloy. 

This assertion is supported by numerous scientific experiments with hundreds of test persons and proven by Nikolai Kozyrev´s theory. 
Two small Kozyrev mirrors are integrated in the TimeWaver; each of these two mirrors has one of the two noise diodes in its center. 
According to our understanding, using a Kozyrev mirror can improve the connection of the TimeWaver with the information field. 

The time pattern as information matrix of the universe
According to Kozyrev, all physical and mental processes within the universe leave 
their marks in the time pattern. Therefore, it represents a kind of cosmic informa-
tion field of holographic nature. Any information is simultaneously existing in the 
universe and, due to this, information does not need “any time” to get from one 
place to another, and may, under certain circumstances, even reach the receiver 
through the reflection of the time wave prior to sending. This way, Kozyrev was able 
to record signals of the Andromeda galaxy at the place where this will be located in 
two million years, while Kaznacheev sent symbols telepathically to the past using 
Kozyrev mirrors. 

The issue of reproducibility
TimeWaver analyzes the quantum field that is generated by the conscious and inten-
tional contact of the therapist with the information field. The quantum field is only a 
snapshot of intentional contact with the information field. The quantum physical ob-
servation of TimeWaver changes the measured quantum field or causes its collapse, 
also known as the observer effect or collapse of the wave function in quantum 
physics and a basic phenomenon of all quantum-physical measurements. A measure-
ment can always be performed only once, since the object is no longer the same after 
the first measurement. 

Every additional quantum analysis requires a new resonance of consciousness and 
finds an already altered state of the information field and a newly created quantum field. Therefore, the information field analyses are not 
reproducible in the classical sense. It is, for example, not possible to obtain the same information from another information field analysis 
or to illustrate the same information field condition by means of two simultaneous analyses. Another conclusion is that an information 
field analysis inevitably constitutes an information field balancing. Due to this, information field analyses should be carried out purpose-
fully and with the right intention. An arbitrary or even mechanical repetition of an information field analysis leads to a manipulation of 
the information field and, consequently, the analysis results can only be viewed in their overall dynamics.

Note: Science and orthodox medicine do not accept the existence of information fields, their possible medical or other relevance, the 
TimeWaver systems and their applications as well as the herein mentioned theories in regards to quantum physical research and the 
timewave due to a lack of scientific proof in accordance with orthodox scientific and medicine standards.

Kozyrev mirror and time wave

Dr. Nicolai Kozyrev,  
russian astrophysicist

The “Kozyrev Mirror” 
in its original size  is 
approximately two 

metres high
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What do experts express about TimeWaver?

Note: The statements herein represent only the experiences of the individual users. They are not accepted by orthodox medicine due 
to a lack of scientific proof in accordance with orthodox medicine standards. Whether  any mentioned or other treatment success can 
be ascribed to the usage of the TimeWaver systems and methods or is due to any other treatment method is not proven. Any possible 
treatment success therefore only represents the treating therapists personal opinion. 

Dr. rer. nat. Dr. med. Reinhard Kobelt, DSc MD, health practice at Kurpark Bad Homburg, Germany

I have been working with the TimeWaver system since 2010 and am very pleased with the increased  
possibilities that the systems provide me, like the diagnostic opportunities in the framework  
of a holistic medical perspective. I am especially impressed that the treatment with TimeWaver Frequency  
and TimeWaver Med can improve those diffuse diseases that cannot be clearly and directly diagnosed. One 
can solely concentrate on the healing process with both devices, without first going through a series of long,  

difficult, and costly means of diagnostics.

Thus it regularly happens in my talks to patients that after several sessions I inquire: “Do you perhaps have any other complaints  
that you haven’t yet described to me?” To which very often I receive the amazing answer: “Yes, I do but I had forgotten them or  
I think they are not important any longer.” For example a question about pain in a patients right elbow after the TimeWaver had  
recorded synovitis in the right elbow. Such experiences help to strengthen the bond between patient and doctor. For this reason 
alone I would not want to do without TimeWaver. Of particular interest are the therapeutic possibilities i.e. the possibility to alle- 
viate certain complaints “over night” through the vibrations. The TimeWaver is an important aid in my work as a doctor who 
practices naturopathy and alternative medicine. (2011)

Dr. Ursula Zirngibl, Naturopath, Aidenried, Germany

Already four weeks after the integration of the TimeWaver Med in my previously mainly osteopathy-oriented 
office, my enthusiasm was so great and the call for an expansion of the TimeWaver system so loud that I also 
included the TimeWaver Frequency in the team of my “favorite co-workers”. 

For me the advantage of this extraordinary addition is first of all that I can hand my patients the hand electrodes 
after having taken their “energetic fingerprint” and thus they are already during calibration actively involved in 

the analysis and treatment. The great selection of frequencies for the respective areas offered by the TimeWaver Frequency is also 
an interesting factor for patients I like to mention to show how specifically we can respond to every single person. With the com-
bination of TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency we have targeted and multilayered analysis possibilities, rendering a strong 
therapy accompaniment in many areas. (2014)

Dr. med. Uwe Spohr, MD, Specialist for Internal Medicine, Heidelberg, Germany

I am working with TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency since 2011. Previously I have already used several 
methods of energy and information medicine since 1992. By using different devices I could never identify, by 
which means healing successes had come about. With TimeWaver it is different. The following case I can easily 
directly attribute to TimeWaver. 
A 71-year old patient is receiving my treatment because of an increase of PSA (Prostate specific Antigen) with 

a prostate enlargement since 2008. The maximum value of PSA was reached in September 2011 with 13.77 mg/ml. The prostate 
volume has also increased from 60 ml up to 105 ml. After applying a TimeWaver optimization this value decreased to 92 ml within 
two months, the PSA value dropped to 10.44 mg/ml. After a further period of three months the prostate volume was only 70 ml and 
the PSA dropped again further down to 9.41 mg/ml. I estimate that the upcoming urological examination will show normal values. By 
using both TimeWaver systems I can see that healing processes manifest much quicker and on a far wider range than before. I am 
especially very excited about the system´s access to higher related levels such as the emotional, informational, and spiritual level, 
that can show and eliminate deeper underlying causes. (2013)

Dr. med. Folker Meissner, General Practitioner and Acupuncture, (president of the DGEIM and DAEMBE 
Königswinter, Germany

The combination of information field medicine and energy medicine is unique. Whether for diagnosis or for the 
treatment of my patients on all levels – I cannot imagine my doctor’s office without these systems. Especially the 
deep unconscious levels or karmic connections are immediately and systematically shown, so that in most cases I 
receive a clear picture of the patient and their situation after a very short time. I am particularly enthused about the 

possibility of having multi-dimensional analyses. This cause and goal-oriented questioning technique shows me quite fast where I can 
assume the actual problem of the patient is, so that I can directly ask, and most of all, directly and specifically treat the patient. For me, 
TimeWaver has proven itself a valuable guide in over 2,000 treatments. (2014)
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Dipl-Ing. Sabine Weber, M.S engineer, Natural Health Professional, Freiberg, Germany

Information field analysis for me is an optimal basis for each therapy. Without exception, the patients are, to the 
extent they are acquainted with the problem, astonished at the accurate, precise results these analysis produce. 
I employ TimeWaver in therapy for all serious cases. I do not know of any other system that enables the produc-
tion of knowledge about relations between pathogenic fields. The better the base knowledge of the therapist is, 
the more effective their influence. The more acute the ailments are, the quicker the progress.

With TimeWaver I get indications about therapy strategies, as well as about necessary operations. With the aid of information field 
therapy I have successfully treated for example acute inflammations of the knee or the sciatic nerve within two days. Patients suf-
fering from viral infections feel the effect immediately. The range of operability even extends to a successful pregnancy. Thus by 
now I work with six systems in my praxis since 2007. It is a pleasure to work not only with the system itself but with the people be-
hind it. The creative, constructive work done by the TimeWaver team indicates that further “quantum leaps” are in progress. (2010)

Dr. med. Manfred Doepp, MD, Nuclear medical doctor, Switzerland

I know TimeWaver since 2009 and work in our Health Care Centre with all available TimeWaver systems. In my 
practise I have had three cases of cancer that were all treated successfully with TimeWaver plus orthomolecular 
remedies. Furthermore I have fantastic results treating Lyme disease. When determining pathological tooth roots 
TimeWaver is the perfect helping tool. What always impresses me is the precise analysis of the information field. No 
questions remain. There is no method or device with such intricacy. All useful levels of treatment are being offered 

and can be used. Diagnostics and therapy have their own direct success control. The logic and correlation of the results is very high. The 
patient can follow everything TimeWaver shows, which strengthens the compliance and acceptance very much. The root cause level 
with TimeWaver is examined like in no other system. (2013)

Oliver Lorey, Natural Health Professional, Erlensee, Germany

In my opinion TimeWaver is a wonderful instrument. With the help of a well trained and experienced medical 
practitioner or therapist a patient can quickly regain their healthy state. We work several hours each day with both 
TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency systems. I experience both devices as fully practical in my daily work. 
Since their first installation they facilitate and enhance our work very nicely without changing the image of my  
office. Moreover I can easily integrate my personal techniques and therapeutic strategies like working with indi-

vidual nosodes, into the databases of TimeWaver. This is a great add-on and advancement. I have fantastic results with treating lyme 
disease, different allergies, or herpes with TimeWaver Med. Even with psychic symptoms or ADHS, TimeWaver strongly helps to find 
and transform the underlying causes. My most interesting case was a 65-year old female patient with diagnosed leukemia. I have gen-
erated an individual nosode with TimeWaver, applied the organ coherence stimulation and supported her psychic state with essences 
from the TimeWaver database. For toxin discharge purposes I used a nosode from the TimeWaver Med database “Chemo therapeutics”. 
As a further support I applied a specific TimeWaver Frequency therapy once a week. The result: After one month there was already 
weight gain and continuous improvement until after 3/4 of a year all signs of leukemia were gone. (2013)

Dr. med. Anna Kohler, MD General Practitioner, Bonndorf, Germany

I have been working as a medical doctor for over 45 years and have been involved with natural health care for more 
than 30 years. Since 2008 I have been working exclusively with TimeWaver and have had the best experiences of my 
life with this system. Whether for allergies or in individual cases for cancer, I use TimeWaver for all diagnosis. It has no 
side effects and achieves in my experience very good healing responses. Due to the comprehensive databases there 
are great therapeutic opportunities and information about the relations between diseases. My work with TimeWaver 
ranges from First Aid through chronic diseases to process adaptations in difficult life situations. (2010)  

Dr. med. Olivier Rodel, MD, Specialist for Anesthesia, pain therapy, neural therapy and TCM, Geneva, Switzerland

Since 2010 I am working with TimeWaver Med and I am very fascinated by the great diagnostic possibilities. 
It shows me tendencies and possible causes of diseases plus the possibility for further treatment strategies. 
Originally I was my own patient, as after an accident my lumbar spine bone L2 was broken, I sat in the wheel 
chair and was partially paraplegic. Conventional treatment was mainly prescriptive drugs, painkillers - no 
improvement whatsoever. After the first treatment with TimeWaver I was able to reduce the medicaments to 

less than half in a very short period of time. By now - after about two years - I am able to walk by myself, have almost completely 
stopped taking medicine and I am able to continue to work as a medical doctor without problems. Continuous treatment is being 
done regularly with the TimeWaver Frequency system since 2012. (2013)
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Note: The statements herein represent only the experiences of the individual users. They are not accepted by orthodox medicine due 
to a lack of scientific proof in accordance with orthodox medicine standards. Whether any mentioned or other treatment success can 
be ascribed to the usage of the TimeWaver systems and methods or is due to any other treatment method is not proven. Any possible 
treatment success therefore only represents the treating therapists personal opinion. 
 

Dr. med. Barbara Brons, MD, Practitioner for General Medicine and Classic Homeopathy, Dortmund, Germany

So far I have treated about 60 patients with TimeWaver and I had consistent outstanding results. A seven year old 
boy with bronchitis and asthmatic complaints was not responding to any of the conventional treatments. I started 
treating him exclusively with TimeWaver. Since then he has not shown any more symptoms and is, after the com-
pletion of the TimeWaver program and to his parent’s astonishment, very healthy. I treated a patient suffering from 
fibromyalgia with extensive symptoms and background causes that are not yet completely explored. Due to the 

constant pain, the patient was suffering psychologically. The intensive treatment with TimeWaver quickly alleviated her pain. Overall, 
her condition has improved continually and I would attribute this to the treatment with TimeWaver.

I like employing TimeWaver in conjunction with other approaches, even for serious diseases. One time a patient came to me with a 
plasmacytoma, a type of bone cancer in an advanced stage. I used TimeWaver in conjunction with chemotherapy and stem cell trans-
plantation. The TimeWaver analysis provided us with a comprehensive detoxification program that I used for two months. Overall, the 
patient coped very well with the difficult treatment. The stem cells grew optimally; the leukocytes were regulated extraordinarily well. 
The patient felt both during and after the chemotherapy considerably better than expected. To a considerable extent I attribute this suc-
cess to the support of TimeWaver.

My personal breakthrough in the work with TimeWaver was at the beginning of 2009. I was suffering from strong burn out syndrome 
myself and was subsequently treated exclusively with TimeWaver by a doctor I was befriended with. I made such comprehensive and 
quick progress that I decided to make use of TimeWaver with great enthusiasm and confidence in my own practice, for my own first-
hand experience has always been the most secure recommendation for a particular type of treatment method. (2010)

Ulrich Elsner, Natural Health Professional, Fluorn-Winzeln, Germany

Predominantly I treat patients with serious chronic diseases. Up til now I have been using TimeWaver on a daily 
basis since 2009. The system strengthens my therapeutic diagnosis for all types of diseases and consequently  
helps me to choose the right form of therapy. The patients who are acquainted with alternative healing procedures,  
appreciate the applications of the TimeWaver very much, and respond extremely positively. (2010)

Anja Hergaarden, Clinic for Naturopathy, Praktijk voor Aanvullende Gezondheidszorg, Heiloo, Netherlands

I am using TimeWaver since 2007 for a great variety of applications. The combination with TimeWaver Frequency gave 
me a strong new impulse while treating a former Dutch cycling professional. He was diagnosed with a basaliom on the 
nose, and treatment recommendation was surgery on the nose. After only five sessions of TimeWaver Med optimiza-
tion and TimeWaver Frequency treatment in two weeks, added by orthomolecular and homeopathic remedies, that 
same basaliom has decreased to such a state that the doctors cancelled the surgery. Another case was a patient with 

Parkinson diagnosis. General treatment: Dopamine. A combined treatment of TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency in conjunction 
with a homeopathic potency of dopamine helped the patient to regain more energy and to his symptoms like tremors to reduce. Many of 
my patients tell me that they have far more energy and a great reduction of pain since the treatments with TimeWaver. 

Peter Küsters, Natural Health Professional, Braunschweig, Germany

The information field medicine is an ideal complement to my everyday practice. Since 2009 I have, thanks to 
TimeWaver, the possibility to consider and treat people holistically – body, mind, and spirituality. The changes that 
many patients undergo are incredible, even though we are spatially separated from them. Children, in particular, 
respond very positively to a TimeWaver treatment, irrespectively of whether disease symptoms or behavioral prob-
lems are resolved. I am very grateful for this gift. (2010)

Jan Fredrik Poleszynski, Director Uno Vita Clinic AS, Naturopath, Oslo, Norway

I just wanted to tell you that I am impressed with the accuracy of TimeWaver. When we do an organ coherence 
analysis in our clinic, with special focus on comparing it with other methods, I find the results to be outstanding. 
We use TimeWaver to see if we are on the right track in the treatment of our patients. For us it is 100% clear that 
TimeWaver is an extremely good and precise interface to the information field. (2011)

What do experts express about TimeWaver?
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Dr. med. Bernhard Weber, MD, Director Natural Health Clinic Marburg, Germany

Since 2009 I am working with TimeWaver in my clinic. The main focus first was diagnostically, to find background 
causes of diseases. The great variety with more than 520,000 parameters is really impressive, as regular medicine 
with its “5-minute-treatments” only uses 10 to maximum 20 parameters for a diagnosis. In my own case studies, a 
comparison of measurements by TimeWaver and laboratory tested blood values resulted in an overall accordance of 
80%, and this within a few minutes. The success of a quantum physical optimization with TimeWaver was first docu-

mented by me with ultrasound examination on several patients in 2012. The very individual stress factors of the number one modern day 
disease in my opinion, arteriosclerosis, could be easily detected. This successfully opened the door to stimulate the self healing processes. 
In my experience pure information field optimization can visibly reduce limescale within the vessels.

My first doubts that an optimization within the information field can stimulate the healing processes of patients was thus cleared with 
many hundred of patients. Even for animals I experienced surprising improvements at individual cases. Mental and psychological imposi-
tions can very quickly be detected. Contaminations of heavy metals and other pollutions from environmental toxins were also often found 
as a strong source of irritation in our more than 200 arteriosclerosis patients (MIAR casestudy 2012). In my experience TimeWaver enables 
a better quality of life. (2012) 
 

Dr. med. Gisela Stäber, MD, Specialist for Neurology and Psychiatry, Angermünde, Germany

I have been using TimeWaver since 2009, mainly for people suffering from psychic illnesses. Since that time I 
have achieved quite astonishing results. I like being able to create my own databases which I use for special 
medicaments or dietary supplements. The TimeWaver is constantly being improved and the TimeWaver com-
pany has excellent customer service, something that I particularly appreciate. (2010)

Michael Rach, Natural Health Professional, Mainburg, Germany

A patient was having considerable problems breastfeeding her fourth child. While making use of numerous means 
and therapeutic approaches I failed to satisfy her wish to sufficiently breastfeed her child. Neither her mother nor 
her sisters had been able to breastfeed satisfactorily. With TimeWaver I discovered a trauma of her mother which 
defined her attitude towards life. After just 14 days, her mammae clearly changed physically and the child only 
required half of the daily bottle feed. (2010)

Joachim Tyedmers, Natural Health Professional (Guerisseur), Viller, France

I was suffering from sepsis in my foot. Staphylococci and streptococci were found in the laboratory. In the clinic 
they were talking about an amputation of the foot below the knee. Within three weeks of treatment with 
TimeWaver I was able to walk without aid and three weeks later the wound had healed without any bacterial 
exposure. (2010) 

Disclaimer: Science and orthodox medicine do not accept the existence of information fields, their possible medical or other relevance, 
the TimeWaver systems and their applications as well as the herein mentioned theories in regards to quantum physical research due to 
a lack of scientific proof in accordance with orthodox medicine standards, as well as the mentioned theories about noise processes, 
light quantum effects, energy and frequency medicine, bioresonance, consciousness resonances, organ coherence, oscillation patterns, 
time waves, wave genetics, phantom DNA, torsion waves, as well as the research of scientists such as Burkhard Heim, Dr. Nikolai 
Kozyrev, Nikola Tesla, Aaron Antonowski, Günther Haffelder, Prof. Robert G. Jahn, Dr. Rupert Sheldrake, Prof. Trofimov, Prof. 
Kaznacheev, Prof. Peter Gariaev and Marcus Schmieke in regards to the above mentioned theories and their technical implementation 
into TimeWaver. Information field medicine does not relate to the physical body but only relates to the informational body of a person. 
The herein mentioned statements have no medical, diagnostic, preventive, or therapeutic relevance. TimeWaver Med does not replace 
the diagnosis and/or investigation and treatment by a medical doctor or naturopath and does not make any statement in relation to 
health issues. The medical professional therapist may not reject or leave out medically necessary steps to treat a patient. The state-
ments from the various therapists as references in this brochure were being given between 2010 and 2013 and only reflect their 
personal views and experiences in regards to diagnosis and therapy. This brochure is meant for medical professionals only. 

Important Notes for the Usage of TimeWaver Med: The mentioned indications within the manual refer only to the “Microcurrent 
Module” which alone is a licensed and approved medical product class MP IIa in the EU within the TimeWaver Med software. The 
treatment of diseases other than that are not part of the medical intended use that is in accordance with regulations. The other 
applications and modules in TimeWaver Med are not covered by this license and are to be understood as experimental bioenergetic 
balancing methods in the information field of a person. The medical professional therapist may not reject or leave out medically 
necessary steps to treat a patient. Analysis on the informational level or of the organ coherence are not medically valid diagnoses. 
Due to the nature of the information field and the underlying method of analysis they are not approved by scientific standards and 
are not necessarily reproducible.
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